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POWDER DETERGENTS

IBERCOMPOUND is one of the few international companies specialized in the manufacture of powder detergents for vehicle 
washing.

Our experience has led us to develop very innovative products and offer different alternatives to the current range, with a 
very uniform granulometry, high solubility, great cleaning power and adaptation to different dosing systems.

POWDER DETERGENTS



POWDER DETERGENTS

Powdered detergents manufactured by IBERCOMPOUND have the following properties:

Granulometry 
Very uniform (avoid falling 

through the dispenser 
when it is not being used)

High solubility They 
dissolve easily, avoiding 
the clogging of the filters 

and the wear of the pumps

Very low volatility 
They facilitate its use 

in technical rooms and 
closed spaces

Good effect 
WETTER 

Easily removes static dirt 
from FILM TRAFFIC

Excellent 
SOLUBILIZATION 
POWER of the dirt

Wide PROTECTION 
against corrosion of 
materials, due to its 

specific anticorrosive 
components

Great cleaning power 
and high degreasing 

power

Good ADHERENCE 
of the product on the 
surface of the vehicle

Suitable for any dosing 
system

Respectful behavior 
with plastics, moldings 

and glasses



POWDER DETERGENTS

Without phosphates and with 
phosphates.

Of greater or lesser foaming effect.

High alkalinity or controlled 
alkalinity.

Wide range of densities.

Great variety of fragrances.

Different ranges of colors

Different packaging formats.

Possibility of personalized products 
as soon as

color, aroma, label, packaging ...

Different quality-price relationships.

Specific products for each type of 
dosing system.

IBERCOMPOUND 
presents a very wide range 
of products adapted to all 

needs: 



ATOMIX-200 PLUS Det. MEDIUM powder in phosphates White 10,5 (1%) Pure 15-20 g/min

POWER SHARK 100 Det. BAS high pressure phosphates powder White 11 (1%) Pure 15-20 g/min

POWER SHARK 200 Det. MEDIUM high pressure powder in phosphates White 10,5 (1%) Pure 15-20 g/min

POWER SHARK 300 Det. HIGH pressure high phosphate powder White 10,8 (1%) Pure 15-20 g/min

DETERNET VA Flavored Liquid detergent for brushes in Boxes Blue 7,5 Shampoo for 
brushes 5%-10%

POWDER DETERGENTS FOR CAR WASHING
DESCRIPTIONPRODUCT COLOR pH FOAM AROMARECOMMENDED 

APPLICATION

POWDER DETERGENTS

ECO-POWDER 2010 Powdered detergent WITHOUT PHOSPHATES White 10,8 (1%) Puro 15-20 g/min

POWDERED DETERGENT (WITHOUT PHOSPHATES)

POWER SHARK-PINK 
Flavored

Det. VERY HIGH in phosphates with particles. 
Pink product. High quality Pink 10,5 (1%) Pure 15-20 g/min

POWER SHARK-BLUE 
Flavored

Det. high in phosphates with particles. Special for 
difficult floors. Blue product Blue 12 (1%) Pure 15-20 g/min

POWER SHARK-GREEN 
Flavored

Det. high in phosphates with particles. Special to 
avoid alkalization in water to pay. Green product Green 12 (1%) Pure 15-20 g/min

DETERGENT IN POWDER COLOR RANGE WITH MICROPARTICLES THAT PROMOTE CLEANING*

DOSAGE

* The appearance of the 
product is with color not in 

application.

Possibility of LOW DENSITY

Less foam

Medium foam

Very sparkling

Less aromatic

Aromatic medium

Very aromatic


